Paclitaxel enhances in vitro radiosensitivity of squamous carcinoma cell lines of the head and neck.
Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck is the fourth most common cancer in the United States, and therapy for very advanced cases is relatively ineffective. Paclitaxel has activity against cancers of the breast, lung, prostate, cervix, and ovary. The activity of paclitaxel for squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck is less certain, and results of its radiosensitization properties have been variable. The radiation responses of two squamous carcinomas, SCC-9 (oropharynx) and HEP-2 (larynx), were examined to determine the radiosensitizing potential of paclitaxel. In vitro exposures for 24 and 48 h with paclitaxel concentrations of 10(-4) to 6 x 10(-2) microg/ml were followed by irradiation of 0.1-10 Gy. Percent survival was calculated by colony count, and the paclitaxel-radiation interaction was quantitated by the median effect principle and the combination index method of Chou and Talalay. The paclitaxel-radiation combination resulted in multiphasic interactions in both 24 and 48 h paclitaxel pretreatment in SCC-9 and HEP-2 cell lines. In general there was slight synergism [combination index (CI) <1] at low dose-low effect levels (e.g., at a paclitaxel concentration of 0.002 microg/ml or lower and radiation of 0.1-0.3 Gy), moderate antagonism (CI >1) at median dose ranges and strong synergism (CI <<1) at high dose ranges (e.g., at a paclitaxel concentration of 0.012-0.06 microg/ml and radiation doses of 3-10 Gy), especially at a surviving fraction of <0.1, which is therapeutically relevant. The median effect principle and combination index method provided a simple way to quantitate the synergism or antagonism of a paclitaxel-radiation interaction under various conditions. This analysis demonstrated that paclitaxel-radiation synergy exists at doses that are readily achievable in the clinical scenario for both agents and that greater synergy occurred at high dose-high effect levels. These results suggest that the combination of both therapies should be explored further in clinical trials assessing the treatment of squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck.